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Metadata 
analytics

• The (very brief) history 
• The motivation
• The perspective 

What is it?

• Theories
• Methodologies
• Applications 
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What is (big) metadata?

The structured or semi-
structured descriptions of 
information and/or data 
objects. 

The structured or semi-structured 
descriptions of information and/or data 
objects in the forms of library catalogs, 
indexing databases, and metadata 
repositories.

“…the structured, semi-structured, or unstructured descriptions of 
scientific data stored in repositories” (Bratt et al., 2017) 

An earlier definition
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An updated brief version An updated long version



The (very brief) history
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Price, Derek J. de Solla, 
1922-1983.

Eugene Eli Garfield, 
1925-2017

• Price’s model: Preferential attachment process
• Power law distribution of citation network, first example of 

scale-free network
• Price’s law: square root law for relationships between authors 

and publications
• Exponential growth of science and half-life of science literature

• Science citation index 
(which inspired the 
PageRank algorithm by 
Google co-founders)

• Journal impact factor

Bibliometrics, Scientometrics:
Theories (laws) built on math 

Quantitative methods
Macro- and micro-scale

Authors, publications, citations 



The changing landscape of metadata…
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Old issues, great challenges
!The perpetual ambiguous author 
names
!Metadata is never readily usable for 
analysis
!Difficult to reuse code and workflows
!Limitations of current metadata 
structures

!Name disambiguation
!Constant data cleaning 
and processing

!Reinventing the wheel

!Linked data
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Very large volume of data and very complex structures 
require careful planning for metadata analytics to avoid 
reinventing the wheel and/or waste of time and efforts. 



What is a workflow?
!What is a workflow? 
!“the activity of defining the sequence of tasks needed to manage a 
business or computational science or engineering process” with four 
broad aspects:
◦ composition, 
◦ mapping, 
◦ execution, and 
◦ Provenance.” (Deelman et al., 2009, p. 529). 
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An example of conceptual workflow in metadata 
analytics: Name disambiguation solutions (1)

Documentation 
from Evernote
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An example of conceptual workflow in metadata 
analytics: Name disambiguation solutions (2)
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An example of conceptual workflow in metadata 
analytics: Name disambiguation solutions (3)



Workflows 
in (big) 
metadata 
analytics
(Bratt, 
Hemsley, 
Qin, 2017)
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Why do we need workflows in metadata 
analytics?

!Align your data collection, processing, and analysis with your 
research goals
◦ make sure the data you collected are you needed for answering your research 

question

!Make a feasible plan step by step to keep your data and research 
stay on track
!Establish provenance for your research project to assure the 
reproducibility and replicability of your research
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Tools for (computational) workflow 
management
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https://kepler-project.org/
Kepler Workflow Management System 

Process

https://pegasus.isi.edu/
Pegasus Workflow 
Management System

https://kepler-project.org/
https://pegasus.isi.edu/
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Now we have conceptual and 
computational workflows, what 

comes next?



Linked data
!Available on the web
!Available as structured data readable by machine
!Available in a non-proprietary format
!Expressed using open World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) standards
!Linked to other data on the web
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What implications are there to the fields 
of bibliometrics and scientometrics?



Name disambiguation solutions
!Traditional solution: use algorithms to automatically disambiguating 
author names
◦ However, if database producers keep current practice in abbreviating names, the 

problem will remain unresolved. 

!New solution: creating globally unique ID for researchers and authors
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Virtual International Authority File

LC Linked Data Service
Authorities and Vocabularies

Union List of Artist Names®
Getty Research Institute



Identifying things with globally unique 
identifiers

!Subject terms in controlled vocabularies
!Events (political, cultural, public health, social, …)
!Publications (papers, versions of a paper, journals, …)
!Datasets (research data, census data, observation data, sensor data…)
!Cultural objects (archives, museum objects, digital surrogates of 
physical objects…)
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Data infrastructure

Metadata is changing to broaden the research 
horizon
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Uniquely identified authors, organizations, 
taxonomic classes, subject terms, datasets, 
publications, etc. in structured, linkable formats

Semantic infrastructure

Index databases; library catalogs; metadata 
repositories for datasets; digital libraries for scholarly 
pubs, special collections, and cultural objects

Big metadata analytics

Bibliometrics and scientometrics
Knowledge discovery for humanities and social sciences 
Data services to support interdisciplinary large-scale 
research



Case: Mining large (meta)datasets for the 
humanities (1)
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Leonard, Peter. (2014). Mining large datasets for the humanities. IFLA 

WLIC . http://library.ifla.org/930/1/119-leonard-en.pdf

Text mining in metadata to 

discover trends, patterns, and 

phenomena for humanities 

and social sciences scholars

http://library.ifla.org/930/1/119-leonard-en.pdf


Case: Mining large (meta)datasets for the 
humanities (2)

!Text analysis for 
metadata description led 
to new faceted approach 
in representing historical 
visual materials
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Case: Mining large (meta)datasets for the 
humanities (3)
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Archival 
collections

modeling

Remodeling and transforming 
special collection metadata to 
linked archives 

Ready for publishing and sharing as 
well as consuming by machines
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Case: GenBank Metadata mining  (1)
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“From 1982 to the present, the 
number of bases in GenBank has 
doubled approximately every 18 
months.”

-- NCBI. (2017). Growth of GenBank and WGS, 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/statistics.

Image credit: 
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/about/2015CJ.html

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/statistics
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/about/2015CJ.html


Case: GenBank 
Metadata mining  (2)
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GenBank’s big metadata as 
a source for quantitative 
studies of team science 



Case: GenBank Metadata 
mining  (3)

Collaboration across countries, labs, 
and fields
!Big problems, big data (and big 
metadata), and big teams
!Relations between data production 
and paper publication
!Large scale studies of collaboration 
networks to find patterns, structures, 
and empirical evidence for in-depth 
exploration
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Case: GenBank Metadata 
mining  (4)

Assumptions:
• Collaboration capacity is a proxy for 

studying scientific capacity
• Data, publication, and patent together 

can be used as a proxy for studying 
knowledge diffusion

• Collaboration capacity significantly 
affects the level of research productivity 
and extent of knowledge diffusion

Collaboration capacity: the ability 
of an individual researcher or a team 
of researchers to collaborate 
throughout the data production and 
publication lifecycle and sustain a 
network of collaborators over time.

(Qin et al., 2018)
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The collaboration capacity framework



Case: GenBank Metadata mining  (5): 
Methods

!Source: metadata describing molecular sequences in GenBank

!Exploratory data analysis (EDA)
!Social Network Analysis (SNA)

!Based on our framework, datasets generated include:
◦ Size of collaboration networks for data submission
◦ Extent of knowledge diffusion
◦ Rate of knowledge diffusion

Purpose: using descriptive stats and 
visualization techniques to look for 
patterns, structures, and problems
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Case: GenBank Metadata mining  (6):  
Findings

!Connectedness of collaboration networks
!Ratio of data submissions to publications
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Case: GenBank Metadata mining  (7):
Data submissions vs. publications

As early as 1994, 
the number of 

data submissions 
surpassed that 
of publications
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Case: GenBank Metadata mining  (8): 
Connectedness vs. distributedness

Authors 
remain well 
connected 
over time

While more clusters of 
smaller communities  

emerged 
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Case: GenBank 
Metadata mining  (9)

!x axis: # of authors who submitted sequence 
data 

!y axis: # of authors who  published a paper 
associated with the data submissions

!After 1998, more authors were involved in 
data production than those in paper 
publications
!Significant increment in productivity: 

◦ Before 1998, majority had a range between 20 
publications and 50 data submissions

◦ Since 2008, a sizable # of authors had a high 
productivity in the range of 50~100 publications 
and 100~300 data submissions
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Ratio of submissions to publications



A sharp increase in the 
average ratio of 
submission to 

publication: signaling a 
turning point for 

microbiology to become 
data-intensive science?  

Case: GenBank Metadata mining  (10)
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Conclusion
!(Big) metadata analytics uses metadata as the data source to:

◦ Study phenomena, trends, behaviors, and relations 
◦ Produce semantically precise, linked data for better discovery, access, and 

management of information resources and datasets 

!As an emerging research field, it faces great challenges in 
◦ Methodologies: workflows, tools, and practices that reduce reinventing the 

wheel and enhance research reproducibility
◦ Data: scattered, in different formats, messy, and over 80% of time spent in 

getting data ready for analysis
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Thank you!
Questions?
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